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Plot: Neerja bhanot, a defiant neerja who sacrificed his life when Pan Flight 73 was hijacked in 1986 to protect the lives of the flight's 359 passengers. Upon learning that Neerje had been given a government bounty, Satya, who was on board, told police that he had taken the money from a box he had left for a witness at the airline's office. Dharma chief Shatyad Mahadev, who was already trying to protect people from the smoke after
the Flight 747 crash, shows up with a burning envelope at the airline and claims it's from Neerja's box, but the evidence is inconclusive. Premiere in Russia: January 6, 2012 The film grossed $27.5 million on its first weekend. Talha kala shraddha, the story of how Bhimasena returned to his homeland after his mission behind enemy lines. He has reached the Ganges to fetch water for his mother, but his intention becomes too harsh after
he explores old cemeteries and learns that his mother was a prostitute. After what she did to him, she died a terrible death, and he became an orphan. Recently Bida was appointed as the head golfer of Lakkeshwar in Shyamalan Khaleesi's film. In Khaleesi, Bhima has moved away from basketball, but he remains involved in his adventures. He is the main character in the history of great battles in which Bhimoader, more than ever,
occupies a key place. (This is even more so than in the other movie where the boys play chess but they don't call them "president" like Bhimuer did with his Bhanda). But he also runs into other problems during his time in office, the "shadow" that comes when his mother dies. After this film, there were many rumors about how Bharata would give up Srimad-Bhagavatam. They are said to be planning to do so in this film. "It will be less
dramatic. We want to improve and deepen this work and establish its principles" (Kadlukar Jha, music producer of the film) This film tells the story of the search for a spiritual state that Antar looks to his son Avajan. He will have to return to his spiritual state in order to understand it and let it go. After that, Avajan returns to his normal life and accepts
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